The problem: Antibiotic Resistance - caused by sick people forgetting to take the full course of antibiotics correctly.
This is a big problem
because if they do not take
their course properly the
bacteria becomes
resistant to the antibiotics
and the antibiotics can no
longer help the patient.

It affects doctors, chemists and mainly
sick patients trying to get better on an
antibiotics course.

This is really important because if the bacteria
does become resistant to the antibiotics, that
same bacteria could be spread to other people
and then they will not be able to use antibiotics
to heal themselves

We hope that our product will help reduce the risk of, and amount
of, antibiotic resistant bacteria world wide.
Comic strip: The Antibiotic Crisis

Bacteria inside the body (probably):

DoseAIDge

Antibiotic resistant bacteria is become
more common over time.

DoseAIDge
Double Dose
Aquinas College
To make a scratch off sticker & mobile app
telling people when to take their antibiotics during a course.
Anyone given a course of antibiotics. Plus reduces
the risk of bacteria becoming resistant to antibiotics.
Forgetting to take antibiotics or taking
them incorrectly causing the bacteria to become resistant to

antibiotics and

Antibiotic Aid

Our two final ideas are a scratchy calendar on the side of your pill bottle or box where you could scratch a small date square providing a record of
when you’ve taken your medication, and an app which had all your prescription information on it which you would get to by using your NHS number.

Solves problem.
Solves
problem.

Easy to use.

Useful.

Convenient.

The scratchy calendar would
be a sticker on the side of
your pill box or bottle (any box
from the biggest, 12.5cm by
9.5cm to the smallest, 6.5cm
by 8.5cm) that could have any
antibiotic course on it kind of

Convenient.

like this:

Cheap.

Good for
younger people.

The app would work because your
prescriptions are in your info the doctors
have which is accessible with your NHS
number, your pharmacist and doctor
both have you NHS number so they can
send you a text with your NHS number.
You download the app and type in the
NHS number and all your prescription info
is there with alarm reminders for your
medication. These two products solve the
problem because they
stop people accidentally taking too many
or too few pills which can both have
detrimental outcomes as mentioned on
the second page.

Modern/techy
because it’s an
app.

Cheap.
Good for
older people.

Can be
personalized for
prescription.
Useful.

Sustainable.

DoseAIDge

Fun/interesting with
scratchy bit.

Has lots of info on it about when to
next buy meds, when to next take
meds, when last took meds and past
prescriptions.

Sustainable.

